
1. Introduction

A university campus is looked like an urban

microcosm. It’s a complex physical tapestry hosting

activities and uses encompassing nearly every facet

of city life like eating, sleeping, pondering,

investigation, listening, thinking, absorbing,

moving and recreating. The whole of the physical

facilities and systems that comprise a campus is

designed to provide a high quality of life and of

experience to its users, thereby providing the

auspices for research and education activities that

will further the university’s growth management

mission.

As with cities, all components of a campus must

be carefully calibrated to provide the facilities,

services like energy, water, electricity, information

and communication; classrooms, libraries and

laboratories for working; transportation networks
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and systems for movement of persons, goods, and

services; athletic and other facilities for health and

competition; places to eat, recreate and socialize;

places to display and store works of arts; spaces

for the performing arts’ spaces for active assembly

or solitary pondering.

The goal of this study is how to observe the

campus planning and development as a part in the

context of the community. This study was taken

into account neighborhood concerns and Harvard

design guidelines. As an observer for the

university’s northern campus edge, this study

suggests in the context of a long and sometimes

turbulent history of dialogue and negotiations

between Harvard university and first host

community, Agassiz which is one of Cambridge’s

thirteen neighborhoods.

2. Significance of Campus
Redevelopment

The word “campus” as used globally today refers

to the grounds of a college or university. The

proper name of campus, in keeping with its Latin

meaning of ‘the field’, or ‘open space’ referred to a

more-or-less bounded plot of land, a particular and

identifiable collegiate urban space (Turner, 1984).

The campus is the land on which a college or

universityand related institutional buildings are

situated. Usually a campus includes libraries,

lecture halls, student residential areas and park-like

settings.

The word first was adopted to describe a

particular urban space at the College of New Jersey

(current Princeton University) during the early

decades of the eighteenth century. Other American

colleges later adopted the word to describe

individual fields at their own institutions, but

campus did not yet describe the whole university

property. A school might have one space called a

campus, one called a field, and another called a

yard. The meaning expanded to include the whole

institutional property during the twentieth century,

with the old meaning persisting into the 1950s in

some places. Sometimes the lands on which

company office buildings sit, along with the

buildings, are called campuses.

1) Campus as a Place 
In 1866, the great American landscape architect,

Frederick Law Olmsted, was commissioned to

prepare a plan for the Massachusetts College of

Agriculture in Amherst. Olmsted had spent the

better part of the preceding decade designing New

York’s Central Park, a seminal act of civic place

making to improve the lives of the expanding 19th

century urban population. His report to the

trustees of the college admonished them to

embrace a plan that would “include arrangements

designed to favorably affect the habits and

inclinations of the students, and to qualify them for

a wise and beneficent exercise of the rights and

duties of citizens and householder” (Turner, 1984).

He articulated a new and singularly American

proposition that the campus as a place and as a

community was an integral part of the learning

experience, essential in shaping thoughtful,

tolerant, cultured citizens.

The educational enterprise has always been

inextricably tied to its physical setting. The physical

form of scores of campuses emulates the other

English collegial models of Oxford and Cambridge
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Universities, themselves the outgrowth of monastic

cloisters and courtyards where quiet introspection

coexisted with lively scholarly intercourse. Early

campuses, such as Harvard University or so were

built around some variation of the village

commons with academic and residential buildings

laid out to form yards or greens. That was a living

and learning space organized to foster direct

exchange among students and teachers - the sense

of place reaching a splendid union of functional

and symbolic clarity, and it was located in a rural

setting remote from the distraction of urban life.

Campuses tended to be self-contained

“communities of scholars” serving the upper

socioeconomic layers of the population. But it was

an affirmation that the environment of the

academy is fundamental to the higher learning

experience. 

2) Sense of Place and Community for the
Campus

Campuses are among the most timeless of

human constructions, and they are entities in

perpetual states of transformation. Postwar changes

in the fabric of many campuses were not always

benign. The sense of civic coherence have been

undermined by indifferently sited buildings, the

ubiquitous presence of the automobile in the

pedestrian domain, and inhuman architecture that

is notoriously lacking in human scale on many

campuses. Cavernous dormitories and teaching

and research buildings that were dominated in the

1960s and 1970s added social isolation as well as

ugliness to the campus setting. Public spaces are

frequently uninviting and too often nonexistent. 

The need to be concerned is not only to

preserve and restore campuses but also to re-create

learning environments of how the sense of place

and community can grace our lives. The essence of

the academic environment, as with any true

community, is to meld the aspirations of its

individuals with a lively and coherent culture. The

campus itself must be a civilizing experience. 

3) The Forces for Campus Development
The most immediate force is the revolution in

communications technology. Institutions are

gaining an unprecedented capability to harvest

information from virtually anywhere on earth and

to dispense it instantly and directly to their

constituents, who can also be anywhere. As a

vehicle for delivering and exchanging knowledge,

digital technology will have a profound effect on

the facilities, the spatial organization, and the reach

of educational institutions. But much as technology

enhances communication, it can also be a

depersonalizing experience, a surrogate for face-to-

face dialogue and interaction. The campus must be

a place that celebrates the foibles and nuances of

direct human encounter. The needs most

frequently cited in campus facilities planning are

for more lounges, meeting rooms, corridor niches,

atria, courtyards, plazas, and eating places.

Students, faculties, and administrators comprehend

the pedagogical value of spontaneous encounter

and dialogue in academic life.

The second force affecting the campus

environment is the influence of diversity and

globalization. The traditional college age student

will persevere, but enrollment trends already

reflect the growing diversity of our society and the

growing internationalization of student bodies.

Lifelong learning and career enhancement will

bring more older and part-time students into
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campus. Many institutions draw increasing

numbers of students from abroad. As college

populations become more fluid and

heterogeneous, environments that draw people

together will be more important than ever. Inviting

indoor and outdoor spaces are not just for

socialization and discourse. The dissolution of

borders in the learning setting spurs the need for

lively, informal places where people can come

together, as well as for quiet places where people

can find solitude.

The third force that will drive the concept of

place on campuses is the response to the

“homogenization”of the built environment. The

experience of place and community is being

eclipsed by sprawling suburbs, strip developments,

gated enclaves, decimated urban areas, and

disappearing natural environments. The sense of

regional distinctiveness that is so intimately tied to

native landscapes and climates is vanishing. Capital

markets, popular culture, and technology are

putting enormous stresses on regional cultures to

reassert their identities. The campus will

distinguish itself by demonstrating how its built

environment reflects the climate, landscape, and

culture of its region. The campus must be a more

permeable and welcoming place as institutions are

called upon to form educational, cultural, and

economic alliances with their home communities.

The character of the surrounding environment will

be shaped by the institution and the institution by

its surroundings. 

3. Case Study of Harvard North
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Campus Redevelopment

1) Campus and Neighborhood Context in
Cambridge

At present Harvard, like many other universities,

is experiencing unprecedented and inexorable

demands for growth due to social, economic and

technological, especially in biological sciences

changes. Predictive growth models that attempt to

account for this multitude of factors have rendered

Harvard’s existing physical plant unable to

adequately sustain its research and education

mission in the long term that is over decades. What

development potential remains in Cambridge that

is approximately 1.6 million GSF1) but a fraction of

the predicted demand on the order of tens of

millions of square feet and marginal when

compared to the existing Cambridge campus,

which is on the order of 12 million GSF.

By the time of the American Revolution,

Cambridge was a quiet New England2) farming

village clustered near the Common3) and the

College. During the Siege of Boston, the General

supervised the construction of three forts along the

Cambridge side of the Charles River. The remains

of one, Fort Washington, can still be seen in

Cambridge-port. Cambridge became a city in 1846,

uniting three villages; old Cambridge, Cambridge-

port and East Cambridge. Old Cambridge had

grown slowly and still retained its charming rural

character. Small shops catered to the community

and to students. Drawn by Harvard, and later

Radcliffe College, brilliant men and women

imparted an intellectual luster to the village.

Cambridge grew up along the roads leading to the

bridge. Residential neighborhoods spread out from

Mass Avenue in which Harvard University is

located. Today, Cambridge has a culturally diverse

population of over 95,000. The heavy industries of

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries have

been replaced by technology based enterprises,

including electronics, self-developing film and

cameras, software and biotechnology.

2) Neighbor of North Campus: the Case
of Agassiz

This triangular shaped neighborhood in the

center of Cambridge is bounded by Kirkland Street

to the east, Massachusetts Avenue to the west and

Somerville to the north. Located in the center of

Cambridge, this neighborhood is the home of

Harvard Law School and Leslie College. This is a

very dense neighborhood and is mixed with

residential area, commercial area, student

dormitories, and university faculty’s residence.

(1) What does the neighbor think? 

Despite the ultimately successful resolutions, the

process of arriving at agreements was not always

smooth in either neighborhood. In Agassiz,

Harvard officials met with representatives who

negotiated on behalf of the neighborhood, and at

several community meetings throughout the

process, other residents raised concerns about their

lack of direct involvement. A similar negotiating

structure fell apart in mid-Cambridge when

residents objected to Harvard’s proposal to build a

tunnel underneath Cambridge street to connect the

two halves of its new center for government and

international studies. A team of neighborhood,

University and city representatives reached a

tentative accord that would have allowed Harvard

to build the tunnel in exchange for community
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benefits. But a neighborhood negotiating

representative pulled out at the last minute

because the reason was they were not given the

chance to bring the agreement to the other

residents for approval.

(2) Making a deal to come together

As the instance, to make a deal is a first step to

process the development plan. Agassiz residents

were aware of the problems in the mid-Cambridge

negotiations, and stipulated two deals; to approve

a watershed agreement with Harvard that laid the

groundwork for the university’s development of an

area where town-gown tensions stretched back for

decades, and to allow Harvard to expand its law

and science facilities in exchange for millions of

dollars worth of benefits to the community. The

Agassiz deal gave Harvardthe assurance that it

would be able to proceed with its expansion of

Harvard Law School in north campus and science

departments of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. In

return, it offered the community a limit on the

University’s development in the area, as well as a

multimillion-dollar package of benefits ranging

from funds for after-school programs to

landscaping to traffic improvement measures. 

In Agassiz, Harvard took steps to reduce the

noise, dust and disruption caused by construction,

which has been a key issue in a neighborhood

facing years of development on all sides. The

neighborhood community required that Harvard

put themin a better position to negotiate by

offering benefits that really mattered to the

community, and the provisions offered quantifiable

and targeted providing affordable housing and

preserving open space. And by providinga 25-year

picture of its development plans in Agassiz,

Harvard responded to the common complaint from
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neighborhood residents that the university

proposes building projects one at a time without

offering any insight into its long-term vision. 

Overall, Harvard’s plans to complete its ‘north

campus’ in Cambridge took an important step

forward when the university reached an agreement

with an Agassiz neighborhood group about the

scope of development there during the next 25

years. In a “memorandum of understanding,”

Harvard committed to building no more than 1.6

million square feet of new construction (including

up to 500,000 square feet of replacement space for

demolished buildings) in an area between the

edge of the campus along the streets to the east

and to the west. The total square footage ceiling

which includes a provision for 10 percent more

space to meet, for example, special building code

requirements like those mandated by the

Americans with Disabilities Act represented about

half the maximum allowed under current

Cambridge zoning.

3) Campus Growth Management

(1) Keynote of the campus development plan

Harvard University is changing rapidly. As its

academic program evolves, its need for space is

growing. As a result, an analysis of existing

conditions must be a living document. The analysis

of the built form is a first step toward

comprehensive planning for the campus as a

complex urbansystem. And it lead to the next step

might be a compilation of the master plans being

developed by the different schools and faculties to

illustrate how they will interact to transform the

campus as an experience it today. 

Like cities, campuses are becoming more

complex urban entities with sophisticated

transportationsystems, housing needs, high-tech

buildings and changes in scale. These changes

generate new needs and higher levels of

sophistication. In the past, schools of faculties have

hired architects and planners to develop and

implement specific master plans. The same process

is used today as academic entities establish their

vision for the future. The result is that uniquely

place, the campus (Turner, 1984). It hasbeen

shaped by the desire to create an ideal community,

and had often been a vehicle for expressing the

utopian social visions of the people’s imagination. 

The diversity of department and academic

offerings that characterized the universityas it had

developed around the turn of the century became

much greater, with a multiplication of

undergraduate and graduate programs, as well as

nontraditional services such as adult education and

extension courses. Furthermore, universities began

assuming functions that were not strictly

educational in nature, such as grant-supported

research and development, which became

increasingly important at major universities and

often required special facilities (Tuner, 1984).

(2) How does one determine when and where to

build facilities or reuse or demolish existing

one? 

In the case of a private for profit developer, the

answer to this question is relatively straight

forward economic: define a study area; analyze

existing supply for the type of space in question

such as housing, retail, etc.; estimate future

demand; identify developable sites; gauge time

and cost constraints such as permitting, legal,

physical conditions for developing the site; decide
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to wait, go, or terminate the idea.

Since the mission for universities is research and

education, rather than the bottom line, their

growth is not entirely market-driven. University

growth models must take into account a broader

array of inputs and tend to have a longer time

horizon, than those used by private for profit real

estate developers. University growth models

include non-economic factors, such as social

changes and technological advancements in

information and biological sciences. Since these

models are imperfect, and since there are

notational standards for predicting the long-range

campus physical growth needs, universities also

rely on benchmarking comparing themselvesto

other institutions they consider peers on the basis

of similar characteristics like an endowment,

students, campus size, research areas, or so, as

well as on internal self-administered demand

analyses such as graduate student housing surveys

or faculty recruitment relocation questionnaires.

(3) North campus planning of Harvard University

The Agassiz neighborhood which lies along the

northern edge of the campus had expressed many

concerns about campus development activities that

about or are in the vicinity of residential area of

the neighborhood. This study is incorporated these

concerns in part by adopting a case study base for

each of the three sites. The case study base

simplifies the outcomes of various complex

regulatory analyses and lengthy neighborhood

negotiations.

University typically articulates the framework for

future development in a masterplan. Masterplans

typically inventory existing campus systems and

buildings and outline near-term (2 more years),

mid-term (5 more years), and long-range (10 more

years) goals for the creation of specific facilities or

for broad campus design objectives such as

pedestrian orientation for example. Amasterplan

often includes a timetable for its deployment and

possibly a schedule for implementationof specific

projects or improvements on the campus. The

masterplan is typically an outcome of complex

multi-stakeholder consensus building processesthat

may reach across many schools within the

university and neighborhoods abutting the campus.

Cities use zoning as a tool to implement the

planning goals formulated as part of long-range

strategic plans. These strategic plans are typically

undertaken in a town meeting forum that invites

anyone interested to attend provide input to the

process. In Cambridge, the zoning ordinance text

spells out the regulations for each class of district.

Each regulation usually applies to all locations

within a given district classification. Four principal

types of regulations may be found in the text of

the ordinance which includes use, dimensional,

parking, and special regulations. The text also

contains the procedures for enforcing and

administering those regulations.Use regulations

specify which types of land use, for example,

apartment building, store, restaurant, or warehouse

may be located in each zoning district.

4. Proposal for Development of
North Campus Edge

1) Circumstance of Harvard North
Campus and Regulation for the
Development
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(1) Residential district

There are twelve categories of residential districts

with similar uses as like a residential, educational,

institutional, recreational, and public utility, but

with different dimensional regulations. Some of

these regulations are shown following below.

Accessory offices for customary home occupations

are also permitted. Some of residence district is the

lowest density district in the city. Residential

structures in this district are limited to detached

single family dwellings. Some of another residential

district contains the same use limitations as the

lowest density residential district but at a slightly

higher density. New two family houses and

apartments are prohibited but existing single family

houses may be converted to a two-family in both

two residential districts. One of the others

residential district is a two-family and townhouse

district. Otherwise it contains the same use

limitations as the two residential districts. The rest

of the others are multi-family housing districts.

These districts may allow anything from a single

family house to a high rise building containing

more than one hundred dwelling units. This

residential district permits more types of land use

than the others, including transient residential uses

such as hotels, and institutional uses as like a

school and hospitals. This residential district also

allows a limited amount of office space in

residential buildings.

(2) Office district

There are four classes of office districts with

similar uses but different densities. Uses allowed in

residential districts are usually allowed in these

districts, as well as banks, business, professional

and technical offices. Some commercial uses such

as theaters are also permitted. The major office

districts are found along the main roads.

(3) Business district

There are eight categories of business districts.

The principal uses permitted in the business

districts in addition to the uses allowed in

residential and office districts are retail

establishments (stores, theaters, restaurants) and

consumer service businesses such as barber shops,

repair shops, cleaning establishments. Business

districts arein type and intensity of establishment

permitted. Some of business districts are a general

business district which permits more retail uses as

of right than the other business district and permits

more intense development than any other business

district. Harvard square has this zoning. Other

districts are special business districts with limited

retail uses and are subject to additional height and

setback requirements. Another district permits

generally the same uses as the above districts but

has dimensional regulation which allowsless

intensive development.

(4) Industrial district

The seven classes of industrial districts in the city

are categorized into ‘light’ or ‘heavy’ industrial

districts. Light industrial district which permit a

broad range of industrial activity, subject to

stringent regulations. Convenience retail, office,

and limited residential uses are also permitted. The

industry district is also including regulation of

permitting a limited amount of manufacturing uses,

warehouses and all retail and office uses. The

‘heavy’ industrial district permits most assembly,

processing and manufacturing activities subject to

limits on the off-site impacts of those activities and
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office uses. The industry district permits all uses

expect housing. This is the least restrictive zoning

district in the city of Cambridge in which Harvard

University is located.

(5) Special district

The ordinance also includes eleven districts with

regulations tailored for certain limited areas within

the Cambridge. The city center mixed use

development district was created to guide

development in the Kendall square urban renewal

area. The regulation requires a balanced mixture of

land uses developed in coordinated fashion as

provided in the masterplan for the area. Light

industrial, office, retail, institutional and residential

uses are allowed within the district. There are

overall limitations on the amount of each class of

use. The height limit for the district is 250 feet and

there are extensive public open space

requirements.

Open space district was created to safeguard the

interests of Cambridge residents with respect to

public open space. It’s applicable to certain

municipal open spaces which could be

encroached upon for other purposes. Public park,

playgrounds, and public recreation buildings are

the only uses permitted as of right in open space

districts. Maximum floor area ratio is 0.25 and

maximum building height is 35 feet. 

Special districts regulate development in

particular areas of the city. There are eleven special

districts which have requirements of a standard

zoning base district and additional requirements

and regulations of the special district for a reason

specific to the special district. Special districts are

located many potions of North campus area. 

An overlay district is a set of zoning regulations

for a defined area which is required either in

addition to the base district’s regulations or in lieu

of those regulations. Overlay zoning is used to

protect the character of an area of special concern

or to encourage new development subject to

additional controls. The categories of overlay

districts are composed of the Harvard square

overlay district which was created to preserve the

unique functional and visual environment of the

area and to reduce negative development impacts

on adjacent residential neighborhoods. 

2) Detail Campus projects in the
neighborhood and suggestion for
development 

(1) Oxford street parking facility, northwest

campus: site 1

Type: infrastructure, below ground parking

garage

Location: east of Oxford st. accessed via the

existing entrance to the campus at the

intersection of Oxford and Everett St.

Size: 730 spaces

Use: parking (under construction, opening date-

spring 2005)

The parking facility and underground parking

garage were planned to be located below the land

previously occupied by the Oxford St. Parking lot.

It would be accessed via the existing entrance to

the campus at the intersection of the crossed

streets. The lower four levels of the garage would

be accessible via a series of parking ramps. The

uppermost level would serve as office support

space for the parking facility and support space

fora building to be constructed above the garage at

a later date. Elevators and stairs expected to bring
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patrons to the grade level. This garage replaced

only existing surface lots and not allows add

parking spaces to the campus.

(2) Laboratory for integrated Science and

Engineering, site 2

Type: institutional research facility, three level

underground, five level above ground

Location: across the site 1 and the Science center

Size: 135,000 GSF, height: 117 feet

Uses: Science research and laboratory facilities

for nanotechnology and Physics research

Every doorway, every corridor of this building

has been thought about from the point of view of

bringing people together. The facilities thatmake

Mesoscale and Nanoscale Science possible are

currently housed in multiple buildings throughout

Harvard. While the center for imaging and

Mesoscale Science, the Division of Engineering and

Applied Sciences, and Physics, Chemistry, and

Biology departments all share similar goals in

furthering the emerging field of small-scale science,

their activities are not centralized in one space. The

laboratory for integrated sciences and engineering

would provide an essential intellectual and

architectural link to bring together faculty, students,

and the tools for cutting edge research under one

roof, bolstering multidisciplinary work in science

and technology. The building would be good to be

bridge the gap between all kind of relative

departments and the science center, better

integrating the scientific communities in each and

replacing a small parking area that previously

occupied the site. Architectural highlights include

an unusual pearlescent faade that changes subtly

with the day’s lighting, and underpinning of

sculpted pedestals that skillfully preserves campus

walkways, and an underground section designed

to receive natural light. This area would also

indirectly benefit other departments near by.

Landscaping that should occur as part of this site

was designed, also among the site’s most eagerly

awaited features was a ground-floor cafand patio
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that could give scientists from different disciplines

a central place to meet and discuss their work.

Laboratories were housed in the one-third of this

site that isabove ground. The three level basements

have to house a shared clean room which is dust-

free environment for microlithography and

nanofabrication, facilities for materials synthesis,

and a microscopy suite all applications that was

best situated far from outside light and vibrations.

The five stories aboveground portion of the site

should nestle into the northwestern corner of near

building, filling the niche between those buildings.

(3) Biological research infrastructure: site 3

Type: institutional research facility, two level

underground

Location: below the courtyard of the Biological

laboratories

Size: 75,000 GSF

Use: Biological and medical research facility to

advance the knowledge 

Two level underground facility located below
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Table 1. Comprehensive analysis of superblock and suggestion

Site 1 constraints 100 feet set back

60 feet high maximum

Neighborhood involvement

Only one entrance to paring

strengths 30 feet of below grade building space

Residence street

Quite neighborhood street

Large area to build

Transition space

Legibility

Access (public+students)

Space requirements fulfilled

Encloses yard & Peabody Museum

Integration ‘harmony’

weaknesses Close to residence

Not heavily traffic 

Access to parking structure

Safty: traffic / night time movement

Isolation

No transitions between green space

Potential for dead space

Green space behind ‘residential’ may not be used

^ if classrooms, not true neighborhood

^ if historic building was moved, potential for more open & accessible

space less possibility of dead space

opportunities Neighborhood relationship

Green space

Flexible space



the courtyard of the Biological laboratories, The

facility was planned to be approximately 75,000

gross square feet and replace the existing facilities

located in the building. The site was designed as a

mouse facility that would provide laboratory space

for research. Investigators carried out biological

and medical research to advance the

understanding of biological research. This
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Site 2 constraints Keep North East corner

Parking

strengths Pedestrian & vehicle traffic along the main road

Retail

Isolation

Ground floor -> retail, meeting house, 150 seat theater 

access to community -> transition space

defines street without set back

urban environment for student: those who want a different residential

space have it here

weaknesses Isolation

Main road (mass avenue), traffic

Dorms near street and retail

Community overshelmed by expense

Residents may not want theater 

opportunities Neighborhood relationship

Near retail / residence

Community center, theater

Site 3 constraints Parking

strengths Retail + housing

Pedestrian movement

Engage community

Makes law school more of a partner

Gives law school -> university a face

Gets rid of dead space in drive way

Maintains & adds character

Heavy traffic

weaknesses Dorms

Parking

Traffic isolates site

Community may not absorb retail

Law school may not want to face the street

May be easily passed by commynity as they drive and high speeds

opportunities Neighborhood relationship

Civic role for law school

Near retail

New dinning opportunities



courtyard had to be restored as green space

including a volleyball court, and outdoor teaching

space, and picnic tables to provide the small open

space for near residences and living students and

faculties of the university.

5. Conclusion

As cities retain layers of meaning from passing

generations of inhabitants, so a campus is

impregnated with layers of visual and experiential

meaning stored by passing generations of students,

faculty, staff, visitors and neighbors. A careful

observer who traverses gates, yards, residence

halls, and libraries may add new layers of meaning

to the dormitory facades, steeples, buttresses,

greens and gargoyles by deliberation over

architectural details, dimensionalcharacteristics,

natural features, or movement. The effect each

user has on a campus is significant, pronounced,

and foremost, inertial, for a university often

becomes an iconic place for those who attend it.

It is the role of geographers, campus

plannersand designers to undertake the activities

necessary to provide the infrastructure, buildings,

and spaces necessary to maintain, enhance and

expand the physical systems, structures, and

spaces that crystallize the values and vision of the

institution and create memorable experiences for

campus users.

Under this ideas as above, this study analyzed

and developed proposals for three superblocks

along the northern edge of the Harvard campus in

Cambridge in the context of university needs and

neighborhood concerns. This can formulate a

development proposal for a few of the campus

areas not only in Cambridge that form part of the

remaining development potential north of the

Charles River but also for any other universities

which prepare a plan for expending university

facilities and development.

Notes

1) GSF (Gross Square Feet) : unit for the architectural

design and construction

2) New Englandis a region of the United States located in

the northeastern corner of the country, consisting of

the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut

3) Common (as known as common land), used from

England and Wales, is a piece of land ownedby one

person, but over which other people can exercise

certain traditional rights, such as allowing their

livestock to graze upon it. The older texts use the

word “common” to denote any such right, but more

modern usage is to refer to particular rights of

common, and to reserve the name “common” for the

land over which the rights are exercised. By

extension, the term “commons” has come to be

applied to other resources which a community has

rights or access to.
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캠퍼스 개발계획에 대한 고찰

이자원*

요약 :̀ 수 세기에 걸쳐 대학이 성장함에 따라 이는 주변의 커뮤니티와 더욱 접한 관련을 지으며 발전하거나 변화하게 된다. 초기의

작은 도시는 19세기를 통해 산업화를 겪고 중심지로 발전하게 되며, 대부분의 도시들은 대학을 중심으로 산업과 연구의 기조를 형성

하고 이는 문화적으로 다양한 인구의 집지를 이루는데 한 근간이 되어왔다. 대학을 중심으로 구성되어 있는 커뮤니티는 그 자체가

하나의 작은 도시구조의 모습을 띄며, 대학과 인근 지역은 협조, 혹은 마찰을 공유하며 성장하고 변화한다. 많은 미국의 대학들이 대

학의 성장과 함께 필요한 건물과 시설을 확장하고 개발하면서, 이로 인해 빚어지는 교통량의 증대와 기존 오픈스페이스의 손실 등 성

장관리에 귀추를 두고 기존 지역과의 융화를 꾀하며 발전을 추구하고 있다. 하버드 대학의 북쪽 캠퍼스 개발의 사례를 통해 지역개발

의 한 단편으로서 캠퍼스 개발계획은 어떠한 의미가 있는지 살펴보고자 한다. 

주요어: 캠퍼스개발계획, 대학 주변의 커뮤니티, 성장관리, 하버드 북쪽 캠퍼스 재개발 사례, 오픈스페이스, 협안
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